
A workshop on Basic Aeronautics



� It is the science involved with the study, design, and 
manufacture of flight-capable machines.

� One of the significant parts in aeronautics is a branch of � One of the significant parts in aeronautics is a branch of 
physical science called aerodynamics, dealing with the 
motion of air and the way that it interacts with objects in 
motion, such as an aircraft



� Flight is ALL about 

FORCES !!

� Only point is that here, � Only point is that here, 

the forces are 

generated due to 

aerodynamic actions 

and corresponding 

reactions.





How lift is produced?

•Lift is produced by the wings of a plane.

•A vertical cut through the wing, parallel to direction of flight (in 

Top view) will show the cross-section of the wing in the side view. 

This side view (profile) is called Airfoil or AerofoilThis side view (profile) is called Airfoil or Aerofoil

•Airfoil is chiefly responsible for producing lift.





Terms related to an airfoil







� The expression for lift is:

L = 0.5 X d X CL x V2 X S

Where:

L= Lift

d= Density of aird= Density of air

CL= Coefficient of lift

V= Airspeed

S= Wing surface area



� Angle of attack is the angle 

between the wind direction 

and the chord. i.e. the angle 

between the direction in 

which the plane is heading which the plane is heading 

and the chord.

� Angle of incidence is the 

angle between the chord 

and the reference of the 

fuselage.



•Camber

•Thickness 

•AoA

•Density of air 

•Surface area of wing 

•Velocity of free stream•Velocity of free stream



•Dependent on the Engine and its type mounted on the aircraft.

•Different types of engines used in aircrafts are :

�Turbofan

�Turboprop�Turboprop

�Ram jets

�Scram jets

�Radial I.C engines 



It is of 2 types: parasitic and induced.

� Parasitic: It is dependent on the shape of the entire 

aircraft, the material used and the form. It is independent 

of the angle of attack. Proportional to V2

� Induced: It occurs as a result of the lift producing � Induced: It occurs as a result of the lift producing 

capability of the wing and is dependent on the angle of 

attack.

The relation for drag is:

D = 0.5 X d X CD X V2 X S



Drag curve during cruise



� Caused due to pressure 
difference between upper 
and lower surface of wings.

� The induced drag is an 
indication of the amount of indication of the amount of 
energy lost to the tip 
vortices. 
The swirling vortices cause 
downwash near the wing 
tips, which reduces the 
overall lift coefficient of the 
wing. 







� Defined as layer of 

molecules where speed 

is 0.99 times free stream 

velocity.

� Turbulent: Rough flow
▪ Slightly more drag

▪ Stable

� Laminar : smooth flow

▪ Lesser drag

▪ Unstable



� This is the case when the 

wing stops producing lift.

� Caused by low speed or 

due to boundary layer due to boundary layer 

separation.





� Thrust to weight:

A T/W ratio greater than 1 implies that the plane can climb 

vertically upwards too !

� Lift to Drag:� Lift to Drag:

An efficient plane has a higher L/D ratio.

thrust required for equilibrium flight is inversely proportional  to  L/D 

ratio.

� Wing loading: It is the ratio of weight to the wing 

surface area. During cruise, it is also defined as lift 

produced per unit area of wing.



� It is defined as the ratio of (Span)2 to the Wing Area.

i.e. (Span)2

Area

� It is a measure of the length and slenderness of the � It is a measure of the length and slenderness of the 

wing and defines the flight characteristics and speed 

of the aircraft.

� Describes the gliding tendency of the plane.











How to control a plane..after ensuring it can fly..



� Any aircraft in flight has 6 
degrees of freedom. i.e. it can 
move in 6 different ways.

� The control surfaces help to 
maneuver the craft and move maneuver the craft and move 
it along and about the 
different axes. i.e. to control 
its path.

� Imp point is..all rotations of 
an aircraft take place about 
its C.G. as it is not supported 
from anywhere else.





� Force acts at the tail and creates a moment about the C.G.



� Here, the force acts about the longitudinal axis.



� Here, the force acts about the vertical axis passing through he 

C.G.



•FLAPS 

•SLATS 

•SPOILERS



� Used for increased lift (or even drag !)



� For increasing lift and directing the airflow.



� Operate by disrupting airflow over wing and hence reducing 

lift.

� Used to roll by a high degree and during braking.




